In Decision Support, there is often a gap between the handling of problems in terms of raw business knowledge and the implementation of formal reasoning towards a unique result [1,2]. Developed through a long-time partnership with the administration in Luxembourg, the Cadral system intends to bridge this formal gap. First, its knowledge base is build from any kind of business procedures and information reference. Second, it uses data interpretation to tune the knowledge according to operational data, and to refine the outputs for the subsequent stages of a collaborative workflow.

The main application of Cadral is the processing the family benefits applications. Instead of the whole modeling of legal knowledge, Cadral is based on an explicit drawing of the mental procedures that governs the processing of the applications by interpreting operational data retrieved from the application files and centralized databases of the national administration along with relations between these procedures to the legislation [3]. All the knowledge is therefore organized into 3 kinds of data: procedural data (processing rules), reference data (law), and application data (individual cases). The procedural knowledge, processed by a resolution engine written in the Soar architecture [4], manages metadata to retrieve and interpret the two other datasets. In particular, individual parameters relevant to a demand, including the presence of required certificates, are dispatched on several tables, and special care must be taken in order to recombine the information. Managing this heterogeneous information through data table eases the cooperation between the Fund's collaborators for running and updating Cadral.

To adapt to business requirements, Cadral refines the decisions with 3 machine-learning modules:

1. **Clustering** is based on similarities drawn from key criteria selected by experts when modeling the rules [5]. It is used for two improvements. First, adapting the processing workflow to specific profiles requires special care [6]. In addition to processing application files, Cadral is also used for socio-economic prediction on projected demographic data or administrative and legal framework. The second use of clustering allows interpolating or correcting missing or unreliable data in predictive mode [7].

2. A variant of clustering, relation setting adapts the processing workflow to input data based on pre-established criteria, calculated by the systems and hand-managed by the users. Relation setting is mainly used to refine the processing of specific input profiles (i.e. descriptive data relevant to benefit request files) requiring special care. For instance, Cadral manages a historisation module recording the previous computed results along with errors relevant to profiles' particulars. This historical information is then available to feed a relation base between profiles and possible processing errors.

3. **Decisional intelligence** is used by Cadral used to calculate the operational value of data not directly available (confidential, not recorded…). Manipulating this kind of data is quite different from manipulating missing data, because we never have values for them, so we can't use classical approximation or imputation, and we have to guess their values through mere “discovery” techniques. Hence, Cadral allows building fictive data structures containing values of all available data, and uses neural networks [8] to learn the particulars of data to discover.
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